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Gather Your Supplies
Critical
Large pinning surface (blocking mats, carpet, bed)
T-Pins, or other large headed rust proof pins

Recommended
Foam Blocking Mats
Blocking Wires
An iron with a good steam setting

Comes in really handy
Knit Blockers Pins
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To Steam or Not to Steam
That is the Question
Wet blocking is recommended whenever possible for lace, but if in doubt
here’s a handy ﬂow chart.
Does the yarn label
say “Dry Clean Only?

yes

no

Do you EVER plan on
washing the item?

Do you NEED the
project to be done
tonight?

Do you care if the
yarn bleeds a little bit
during washing?

Is it a large project?

yes
yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

no
Is it made of cotton?

no

yes
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Wet block
all the way

Steam block
that sucker
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How to Block Lace in 5 easy steps!
1) Choose your method
Wet blocking is recommended whenever possible for lace, but if you are in
doubt, use the handy ﬂow chart on the previous page to determine the method
best for your project.

1) Dampen your project

For Steam Blocking: Hover over your
project with a steaming iron to lightly
dampen the knitting.
DO NOT press the iron to the work. This
will ﬂatten your stitches, or worse yet,
scorch them.

For Wet Blocking: Fill a sink, basin, or tub
with cool water and a small amount of
rinse free wool wash (such as Euclean or
Soak).
Place knitting in the basin and gently
squish down into the water.
Allow to soak for 30-60 minutes or until
thoroughly saturated.
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Roll knitting in a thick towel and PRESS
hard to remove excess water.
TIP: A salad spinner or the spin cycle on
your washing machine also do an excellent job of removing excess water.
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3) Smooth your knitting out and pin into shape

Using rust proof T-Pins,
gently stretch your knitting
into shape and pin in place

Use a single T-Pin to pin out
individual points

For straight edges, place
pins close together and as
evenly as possible

For curves, shape knitting
ﬁrst and then place pins
close together to hold the
shape

For super straight edges or
smooth curves, weave
blocking wires even through
stitches and pin in place

For smooth, even points,
weave a blocking wire
through a series of points
then stretch and pin them
all out together
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Knit blockers are a quick
shortcut for straight edges
and fewer pins
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4) Let Dry
Let your project sit undisturbed until it is thoroughly dry.
This could take anywhere from an hour for a small steam blocked project to a
full 24 hours or more for a large, thick, cotton project.
Plan your pinning surface accordingly.
WARNING: Pets and children are often drawn to blocking projects and may
have an overwhelming desire to lay on them. Be safe and block in a secure
location.

5) Enjoy your newly blocked lace!
Enjoy all of your hard work!
Take a picture for posterity.
Share that baby with the world!
Don’t be surprised if your family members do not understand the full impact of
your knitting prowess, or the magic of blocking lace.
Share with your knitting friends instead. They’ll understand.
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